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Collectively these communities are synonymous with Irish coastal tourism. They perceive themselves to be in crisis, facing
Climate Risk and the Impacts of a Surge in Unmanaged Visitor Numbers on their only Coastal Defence Sand Dunes

Strandhill Community Development
Association
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Liaising with County Councils to organise less-damaging alternative beach access and
parking (incl. seasonal temporary measures) and enforcement measures

Beach cleans; organised or adopt-a-stretch personal cleans.

Community-led patrols to ask RVs and wild-campers to leave illegal camping on the
protected areas

Dune recovery support actions including nature-based solutions with fencing and planting in
fenced areas

These communities are actively attempting to address these challenges:

Broad range of
activities and
embedding
key relationships

Development of biodiversity experiences with themed walks and events with associated
materials. Customised signage and handout materials

Liaising with Gardai and other agencies about the needs in our areas

Development of artistic interpretations and creative practice to support awareness build
behaviour change

Engagement with long-term Coastal Erosion and Flood Risk studies
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Heavy traffic, blocked
access roads, beach
parking. Rubbish/
campfire issues

Hopeful that people will have
a true appreciation and respect for
our natural world. Worried about
extra pollution and destruction of
dunes, habitats etc,

2 storms in the summer/autumn
took away face of the dunes

Huge pressure
on the beach and dunes
due to increased usage

Worried it'll be the last year for our beach
this might just be the staycation summer
that finally kills our beautiful dunes.

Potential for overcrowding
related issues, litter increases,
wonderful to see people
enjoying the coastal
environment and local
businesses being supported

More people shall holiday
at home, and from past
experience, it does not bode
well for our local habitats

Apprehensive.

Very fearful.
Trepidation

Too many vehicles, RVs
and campers for
limited infrastructure

Fear that additional damage
will occur to an already
damaged, highly pressurised
(due to local authority installed
trail), chronically undermanaged dune system

The communities share deep concerns on impending impact of Summer 2021

Extremely challenging
to retain progress
in restoring the
tombolo dunes

DREAD

Increased numbers of visitors
leading to more trampling of
dunes, more litter, more
damage to dunes from camp
fires and camp litter, continued
erosion of dunes

Pollution, litter and
parties. Disregard for
local community
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We will welcome all our visitors
but with trepidation

Congestion due to lack of
infrastructure, dangerous situations on the
roadway, littering. Lack of toilets facilities.

Feel badly about Summer 2021,
allowing for Covid, there should be
a body responsible for coastal protection
so we don't have to deal with the various bodies
individually as they pass the buck.

The communities share deep concerns on impending impact of Summer 2021 (2/2)

2000 people/day for 2 months in 2km square area.
Road access issues. Beach trails overrun, dune habitat
compromised, species disturbance i.e. Ground nesting birds,
erosion of dune paths and access points, wildflower
trampling/picking, camping, plastics,
fires, rubbish, no human resources to manage place, breeding
and nesting habitats interfered with by kids & dogs.

Last year we experienced a rise in the number of caravan
and camper vans, while visitors are welcome we are
conscious there are absolutely no facilities for caravans or
camper vans
or camping tourists.
I am concerned that these numbers
will increase this summer.
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We know hard engineering solutions will not be desirable or affordable in all areas to protect
against coastal erosion. As community groups, we are able to play a role in sustainable development
in our areas, especially in Nature-Based solutions and habitat management, but the current
paradigm does not work for us. Despite all we can and are doing locally, we are stymied in our ability
to deliver the results our communities need. There needs to be mechanisms, engagement and funds

Our communities play a key role in Irish tourism. We need active visitor management planning to allow
us play that role while protecting the sustainability of our communities, dunes, environment and species
habitat. We are undergoing challenges of congestion, littering, dune trampling – in a future of
projected population rise, these will continue to be challenges beyond 2021

Our dunes, SACs, SPAs, beaches are a multi-faceted natural resource. They are a key part of our short and longterm response to climate crisis with sea-level rises and increasing storm intensity. Under current treatment, we
are losing dunes and associated habitats and will not be able to replace their role in coastal resilience and
climate adaptation. Once gone, they will be gone….if not forever, for a very extended period

Beyond the challenges of this summer, the communities share fundamental long-term issues

Per survey and other
feedback
from communities

To get to a better result for our communities, we need change all the way from local authority
level to national level. Ireland’s coast is literally falling away between the cracks
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Our communities need immediate support this summer. We have massive fears over health & safety concerns,
littering, anti-social behaviour, irreparable ecological damage and dune damage. We have been through this
experience enough times now to see how damaging those impacts could be. We know the planning and
resourcing for this summer is totally insufficient relative to what we are facing into

Beyond the immediate needs of this summer, our communities need change at multiple levels and multiple
dimensions over the medium-long term for our challenges to be addressed and allow us play our best part

Disproportionate capital spending in Tourism vs infrastructure and facilities in the community
that hosts them

No identification, inventory or valuation of natural capital (coastal ecosystem services)

Knowledge gaps in coastal science, policy and management

There are key gaps in the system driving current outcomes and the associated impasse experienced.

Root causes of
the challenges

Highly-limited approach to Natura 2000 management lacking engagement with dynamic, socioeconomic, cultural and regional aspects of SAC/SPA management. Despite the emphasis in approach
on biodiversity conservation, our habitats are being degraded and or disappearing

Lack of strategic leverage of community volunteerism in citizen science and building community
stewardship of our natural capital

No integrated Coastal Zone Management approach and seeming lack of interest in/ prioritisation of having
one
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What we can do now in
the 2020s to position
ourselves for the next
50 +years

• Nature-based solutions are likely
some of the most cost effective
measures we can take. Start to
support these now

• Scope the full solution set of
measures that will be necessary in
Coastal Resilience

• Engage with communities in this
process

• Get an Integrated National Coastal
Resilience Framework and Strategy
in place

• Start protecting our dunes now.
The very simplest thing to do is to
stay off them. This has to be our
first priority

The big picture on what Ireland needs to do to improve coastal resilience with protection and
adaptation measures across rural, urban and suburban coast lines:

1

2

Our dunes are our most important and cheapest source of
coastal resilience. WE are currently weakening these critical
natural coastal defence systems just at the time we need
them most. In key tourist areas, this is exacerbated by lack of
visitor capacity management planning

The impacts of rising
sea levels and
increasing storm surges
are already being felt
and will continue to
worsen
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We do not yet have an integrated
and aligned set of national, regional
and local frameworks, strategies and
plans to engage with coastal
protection and adaptation

We are not scoping the full solution set
of measures that will be necessary in
Ireland in Coastal Resilience across hard
engineering solutions, nature-based
green infrastructure solutions on land
and at sea as well as the managed
retreat option
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Key perspectives on change required now

•
•
•
•

Beyond the immediacy of this summer requirements, the same whole-of-government response must
be carried over into more medium-term policy development and planning. Priorities for action here
include In:
• Development of integrated, evidence-based Coastal Zone Policies, Management plans
and implementation at national and local level
Infrastructure and Facilities
Education and Behaviours
Resourcing of Protection and Enforcement
Support for Impacted Communities.

The priorities that need to be addressed now for actioning this summer include:
• Setting expectations for visitors in advance of travel and on arrival
• Preparing now for the surge in visitor numbers with advance preparation around facilities
and provision of services (including protection and enforcement during that peak)

Coastal margins and the ecosystem services they provide are a hugely important component of Ireland’s natural capital.

Based on models prepared for and
published by the EPA and also
adapting UK models for the Irish
situation, these have been estimated
to be worth up to
. b - . b per annum.
So in a year when harm of
unprecedented damage is likely to
occur, damage which will undo years
of prior effort and whose effects will
be felt decades into the future, we
are leaving communities and
whatever supports they can
individually muster, on their own.

This is not acceptable.

There is scope for pursuit of scale drawdown of EU funds for Climate Risk Transition, Adaptation and
Management for dunes and impacted coastal communities nationally. Recent year developments in
River Basin Management and Marine Spatial Planning may provide templates for where and how
Coastal Zone Management can be addressed. These need to be operationalised in tailored approaches
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at local level.
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What a good summer

could look like for our communities and our holidaymakers

1

2

We manage human impact of our
enjoyment of our environment
with litter brought home, habitats
protected, dunes and land protected from
damage

Our communities and our visitors get a summer that
restores, rebuilds, and reconnects.
Summer 2021 allows us taste the beginnings of communal
life again post covid in a way that respects the assets and
limitations of our wonderful environment

We generate new awareness of, respect
for and advocacy of our precious
protected areas and species and the
4
natural processes therein

3
We manage health and safety impacts
for locals and visitors as peak numbers holiday in
our tiny communities with implications on road
access for emergency services
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Needs nationally

• Set expectations in advance for visitors with tourismoriented info and education campaign on appropriate
behaviours in SAC/SPA areas: unauthorized parking, litter,
fires, long-term damaging impact of dune access and wildcamping, toileting, biodiversity and wildlife impact etc

What we need for this summer 2021 to bring this vision into reality
Needs at local level
• Traffic & footfall management - proper resourcing of
services and temporary facilities to minimize harmful
impact of the surge and current practices and to provide a
more positive experience for all.
• Temporary car parks with managed access onto beaches
while protecting dunes

• Prepare for the knowable now with temporary
infrastructure & mobility solutions to address crowding
management incl. dispersal, as well as deployment now e.g.
fencing of dunes to protect from trampling in most sensitive
areas with high visitor numbers

• Set expectations on arrival with nationally-aligned SAC/SPA
signage re code of conduct and content re protected
biodiversity, local protection and conservation measures and
impacts, conservation & recovery measures underway etc

• Restrictions and enforcement of laws and bye-laws on
littering, illegal parking, camping, access on dunes/ salt
marsh/ beach areas with environmental designation with
visible presence from state agencies such as: NPWS/Local
Authority/Gardai

• Temporary toilets to avoid use of dunes and afford our
visitors / beach users some dignity

• Dune fencing to protect sensitive areas with large visitor
numbers from damage from trampling

• Provide surge funding to services for surge numbers e.g.
SAC/SPA protection and enforcement with additional Gardai,
as well as Local Authority presence and activity especially re
Beach Stewards

• SAC/SPA signage on habitats, restrictions and behaviours
• Crowd management and dispersal to alternative attractions
in area
• Awareness-building dune restoration and biodiversity
experiences
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Applying a new philosophy of Integrated Coastal Zone Management

Joined-up, proactive, evidence-based, solutions-oriented approaches across
nature-based interventions, governance, mechanisms and community
engagement

ears

•

Partnerships aligned from the local community level up to the national

e de elop he bl eprin for he ne

•

s be he decade ha

•

With involvement of all key authorities and agencies (incl. Tourism) working
with communities

Le he

•

Deliver across full spectrum of Natura 2000 objectives which includes the full
breadth of socio-economic and dynamic ecosystems health
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A multi-faceted response with a nationally aligned cross-department and agency policy response and
support of 5 government departments is now needed. Interdepartmental Group on National Coastal
Change Management Strategy
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• Doughmore/ Doonbeg•
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•
/Roundstone/
•
• Berta
•
• Portmarnock

Belmullet
Strandhill
Rossnowlagh
Rathmullan

Relationships across communities

Engaged local authorities & CAROs

Engaging with
landowners &
supportive local
development actors

Established community groups; many are Clean
Coasts groups

With all our efforts of recent years and the relationships we have built, we are primed for a new
departure with a joined-up approach in Integrated Coastal Zone Management
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Applied academic partners building the evidence
base and supporting policy development

Engaged with NGOs

Multi-stakeholder involvement across agencies

04
03

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Invest in knowledge-building and deployment of Integrated Coastal Zone Management.
Address the challenges posed by complex ownership/regulations of the narrow strip of
ocean-land called the coast.

• A national communications strategy re. dune habitats with SAC designation and
appropriate behaviours that is fully integrated with other tourism messages. The
immense value and the loss we face with loss of our dune systems is unknown by the vast
majority of our population. Similarly, they are unaware of protections the dunes play in
Climate Risk Adaptation and the restorative actions we can take and that work

Needs nationally

Beyond this summer, we need real sustained change from national through to local level

Needs at local level (with national alignment)
• Seasonal surge in infrastructure facilities and services at peak every peak with
long-term investments in capacity management, mobility and dispersal
alternatives in area-based visitor management plans

• Hierarchy of signage in all SAC/SPAs (akin to Nature Reserves or National Parks).
Upon arrival into SAC/SPA, at key access points, at intervals along foredunes. Content on
appropriate behaviours and associated restriction, actions underway and progress in
delivery in that site and Participatory public activities that can be volunteered for!

• Develop integrated coastal zone management plans for each of our areas with our
communities and with all the relevant parties across local authorities and agencies
agreeing the most appropriate approach to manage and address

• Develop expertise and fund nature-based solutions, across land and sea, most
appropriate to Irish situation. Building on what has already worked here. Integrate naturebased solutions into OPW planning. Deploy results-based approach to support local
communities, private landowners and farmers in identified priority areas

• A better-resourced, more proactive and community-embedded NPWS and An Taisce
resource base year-round that incorporates harm avoidance, nature-based solutions and
action re IAS into their activities. Guiding and supporting local voluntary actions in
appropriate set of nature-based, temporary protections and conservation measures
including citizen science initiatives that local communities can undertake

• Incorporate sustainability requirements into local tourism strategy development
• Develop community and visitor awareness of our natural heritage and biodiversity
with pride-building community participation in conservation and restoration
measures. Enhanced support for experiences in-support of overall SAC /SPA
objectives (Guided Walks, Public Talks, Interpretative Leaflets/Apps/Online, Display
Boards, Visitor Centre, Beach cleans)

• Provide investment in seasonally-responsive basic infrastructure, facilities and services in
SAC/SPAs to cope with increasing numbers of visitors in context of area-based visitor
management strategies

• Establishment of exemplar communities for piloting key approaches

• Scale drawdown of EU funds for Climate Risk Transition, Adaptation and Management for
dunes and impacted coastal communities nationally

• Ensure tourism strategies take cognizance of SAC/SPA protections

• A national summer-season Beach Steward initiative to deliver education, experience and
first line of enforcement during the tourist season with back up enforcement from local
authorities and Gardai & Local Authority Enforcement Officers. Akin to Life Guards e.g. a
national scheme delivered through Local Authorities

• Enforcement of protections on illegal activity on dunes and beaches including
illegal parking, camping, fires, sand-mining etc

• Broader deployment of nature-based solutions at key hotspots across SAC/SPA
(incl. dune fencing) with a key role for the funding and upskilling of community
groups in doing this work. This includes more support for community groups in the
engagement of private landowners and farmers in the efforts. Also includes
continued build of evidence base as to what works best in each areas
• Engage communities in OPW / County Council studies on longer-term strategies to
coastal erosion and flooding

• Support communities in how to secure scale national and EU funding on climate
adaptation and management measures and programs

• Multi-agency action on enforcement
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Integrated coastal zone management needs to be addressed similar to recent developments in River
Basin and Marine Spatial planning. Commonwealth of Virginia shows one version of this. An Taisce is
already active and/or embedded in each of these communities.

. Template for a new approach for Irish coasts within all these parallels?
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Thank you for engaging with us
Is there anyone else you think would like to become involved?
Please invite them to join us

